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Atomic-scale investigation of the effect of surface
carbon coatings on the oxidation and mechanical
properties of iron nanowires

Gurcan Aral *a and Md Mahbubul Islam b

The understanding of the complex atomistic-scale mechanisms of the oxidation process of carbon (C)

coated iron nanowires (Fe NW) and also the resulting modulation of mechanical properties is a highly

challenging task. We perform reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations based on the ReaxFF force

field to investigate the mechanisms of the oxidation process of [001]-oriented pristine cylindrical Fe

NWs with and without a C coating in an O2 environment in order to obtain detailed insights into the

influences of the surface C coating on the oxidation process at room temperature. Here, we show that

the C-coated shell layer on the free surface of pristine Fe NWs partially controls the spontaneous

oxidation when exposed to O2 molecules by hindering the absorption–dissociation of O2 molecules and

diffusion of O ions into the shell layer. In particular, the surface modification of the pristine Fe NW with

the C-coated shell layer has pronounced effects on the improvement of oxidation resistance by lower-

ing the surface reactivity, which limits the formation of an oxide shell layer on the free surface of

the NW. The formation of strong Fe–C bonds in the C-coated shell layer largely restrains the oxidation

process. Furthermore, to examine the influence of the C-coated shell layer on the resulting modulation

of mechanical properties of the pristine Fe NW, we systematically investigate the mechanical deforma-

tion processes and related properties of Fe NW with and without a C coating including their oxidized

counterparts subjected to both uniaxial tensile and compressive loads at room temperature. The yield

stress and strain (the elastic limit) of Fe NWs including the elastic and plastic deformation phase of the

stress–strain relationship are found to be sensitive to the loading modes, the existence of the C-coated

shell layer and the resulting formation of an oxide shell layer on the surface of the C-coated Fe NW.

1 Introduction

Oxidation of the reactive metallic materials and their alloys
associated with corrosion is one of the longstanding problems
in both materials science and nanotechnology.1–9 Oxidation
challenges their use and performance in a wide variety of
chemically harsh oxidative reactive environments such as atmo-
spheric exposure and chemical conditions.1–11 The phenom-
enon exhibits a dramatic impact on the mechanical properties
and eventually stability and reliability of the structural materials.
Because of the high surface reactivity and especially high
oxygen affinity, reactive metallic materials rapidly oxidize
in reactive oxidizing environments where a thick oxide the
shell layer completely, covering the free surface of reactive
materials.1–4,12–20 Unfortunately, the oxidation process detri-
mentally affects materials properties such as corrosion, loss of

functional properties, and reduction of mechanical strength,
which leads to unpredictable failure in mechanical loadings
and particularly leads to significant financial loss.1–6,8–15,18,20

Fe and its alloys including their oxidized counterparts have
been receiving significant interest for a broad range of potential
applications in disparate fields including science, engineering,
and technology as diverse as environmental remediation,
magnetic imaging, catalysis, etc., due to their excellent magnetic,
mechanical, physical and chemical properties.1–14,21–28 However,
these materials undergo spontaneous oxidation with the for-
mation of an oxide shell layer on their free surface when
subjected to oxidizing environments such as exposure to O2

molecules in the atmosphere. Therefore, a protective coating on
the free surface is necessary to overcome this problem.7,10–14,16,17,23

Unfortunately, the effects of relatively large surface-to-volume
ratio and high oxygen affinity make Fe NWs susceptible and
vulnerable to environmental effects.2,6,7,10,23,24 Spontaneous
surface oxidation is still considered as a major limitation for
their applications.6,9,19,26 Therefore, how to prevent the oxida-
tion process, i.e., oxide shell layer formation, is of interest in
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their nanoscale applications.4–6,9,24 In particular, the Fe NWs
exhibit relatively higher chemical reactivity compared to their
bulk counterparts and moreover, the influence of surface oxide
on the mechanical properties becomes quite significant and plays
important roles in determining their target performance.9,10,12–14

Therefore, a detailed understanding including obtaining atomic-
scale insights into the oxidation process of Fe and its alloys in a
chemically reactive environment is an important, at the same time,
technologically challenging problem.6–14,23,24 The formation of an
oxide shell layer on the free surface of Fe NWs results in a drastic
change in the material properties and consequently plays an
important role in the performance, functionality, and reliability
of the Fe NWs that becomes more pronounced with the decreasing
size of NWs.2,3,7,10,24 For example, our previous simulations
revealed that the pre-oxide shell layer has large effects on the
mechanical deformation mechanism and related properties of
metallic Fe NWs such as elastic strength.12–14,18,29 Thus, the
oxidation of the metallic Fe NWs is the main concern in their
practical applications.

Generally, various types of surface coatings on the metallic
Fe NWs have attracted particular interest in order to improve
their physical, mechanical, catalytic, and chemical perfor-
mance and properties.2,5–11,22,25,27,28 The development of stra-
tegies to form antiferromagnetic oxide layers on the free surface
of Fe NWs to reduce the negative impact of oxidation warrants a
detailed atomic-level investigation.2,5 The surface additional
coating, e.g., the surface passivation, of Fe nanomaterial is an
effective solution to overcome surface oxidation.4,8,9,27 In practice,
carbon has been used widely in Fe materials to improve their
mechanical strength and corrosion resistance, due to the out-
standing properties stemming from the intermetallic reactions
between Fe and C atoms.6,8,9,11,27,28 Thus, to overcome the oxida-
tion problem, based on the previous studies, it can be expected
that the C coating on the surface of the Fe NWs as evidenced by
well-known phenomena such as carbonization can provide an
effective protection to inhibit oxidation and corrosion in reactive
environments.11,27 In addition, the encapsulation of Fe NWs with
0C atoms could also be of interest for corrosion resistance in
magnetic and electrocatalytic applications such as magnetic
imaging, magnetic recording media, catalysis, clean fuels and
magnetic nano sensors.2,8,9,27,28 In general, different approaches
have been applied for the synthesis of C coatings on the pristine
Fe nano-materials and their oxidized counterparts that introduce
new properties in magnetic core Fe and oxidized-Fe materials
in their applications.2,6,23,29–31 Importantly, the surface coating
of pristine Fe nanomaterials and their oxidized counterparts
with different materials such as C has attracted a great deal of
attention in functionalizing them simply by adjusting the size,
shape, and shell thickness.2,6,23,29–31 For example, the C-coated
(-encapsulated) Fe nanoparticles have some specific properties
and effects, and have been widely used in many fields of
science such as application in the areas of nano biotechnology
used in the fields of cancer treatments, magnetic resonance
imaging [MRI], gene therapy, target-specific drug delivery, and
many more.6,23 Hydrophilic C coatings on the Fe3O4 nanorods,
NWs, and nanoparticles protect them from oxidation and also

improve mechanical and electrochemical properties such as
superior electrical conductivity and stability as compared to
bare Fe oxide counterparts.32 For example, Garcia et al.
reported a solution-phase strategy for depositing ultrathin
graphene-like C onto Fe oxide nano-crystals (NCs) for corrosion
resistance in magnetic and electro-catalytic applications.30 Bae
et al. reported the synthesis of C-coated Fe oxide (Fe3O4)
nanoparticles by a hydrothermal method for use as contrasting
agents in MRI.31 Recently, many experimental researchers have
focused on a surface C coating of the metallic Fe materials for
specific target applications using the hydrocarbon radical pre-
cursors such as CH, CH2, and CH3 and/or CO and CO2, mostly
aiming to control the surface oxidation and corrosion, catalytic
activity, and so on.29,30,33 Importantly, the growth of the C shell
layer depends strongly on the precursors used.29 Specifically,
the pristine Fe surface is coated (carburized) using CO molecules
by three consecutive processes, i.e., adsorption, dissociation of
CO molecules on the Fe surface, and surface-to subsurface
diffusion of C between 700 and 1100 K. However, the inter-
action of C-coated Fe NWs with O2 is an extremely complex
process, resulting in a gain and/or loss of some functional
properties, but it is of more potential interest in mechanical
reliability, environmental stability, corrosion protection and
catalytic performance.9,27,28 Therefore, comprehensive investi-
gation of the C coating performance on the oxidation and
mechanical deformation properties of the Fe NW is of great
interest and a challenging issue for their technological
applications.11,28 Herein, a major challenge is to understand
to what extent the free surface C coating is associated with the
oxidation process on the Fe NW surfaces in an O2 environment
as well as the mechanical deformation behaviour and related
properties of the Fe NWs using MD simulations based on a
ReaxFF reactive force field. In particular, our aim is to investi-
gate systematically how the surface C-coated shell layer pro-
vides specifically effective protection to the metallic Fe NW in
an O2 environment and how the C-coated surface modifies the
deformation mechanism and related properties of Fe NWs
under tensile and compressive loads.11,28,34

Although there are several studies that delineate the effect
of coatings on the mechanical properties, such influences
have not been investigated in the context of Fe NWs. Given
the importance of Fe NWs as a structural component, we
believe it is critically important to investigate such effects
using a detailed molecular level approach. The capability of
the ReaxFF method for describing the involved complex
chemical processes makes the study a novel one. The ReaxFF,
being the state-of-the-art-reactive potential with variable
charges, has proven to be an efficient way and powerful
method to study the effects of oxide shell layers on the
mechanical properties of metallic NWs. The ReaxFF method
has demonstrated its capability in predicting mechanical
properties under externally applied mechanical loads on alu-
minium (Al), nickel (Ni) and Fe NWs.11–15,18,20,34,35 Herein,
we carried out MD simulation using the ReaxFF force field for
Fe/C/O/proposed by Islam et al. that describes adequately the
entire range of interactions among Fe/C/O atoms including
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the coexistence of metallic, ionic, and covalent interatomic
bonding.11 Thus, it accurately reproduces experimental data
for a wide range of physical, chemical, and mechanical proper-
ties of Fe/C/O/systems. In particular, it enables treating and
computing correctly the non-uniform electron distributions in
chemical reactions that incorporates with the local environ-
ment of each atom including dissociation, breaking, transition,
and formation of chemical bonds in a consistent way in MD
simulations.11,34 The underlying mechanisms elucidated in the
study will help develop further understanding on the behaviour of
C-coated Fe NWs and will guide experimental synthesis of such
NWs as well.

2 MD simulation strategy and setup
details for the oxidation process and
mechanical deformation

The simulation methodology used in this paper is similar to
that outlined in our previous works.12–14,18,35 Here, we briefly
describe the procedure for preparing the core–shell structure of
C-coated cylindrical Fe NWs. The unit cell of the body-centred
cubic (BCC) structure of the Fe lattice (lattice constant
a = 2.863 Å) is replicated 70 � 70 � 50 times along the x, y,
and z-directions, respectively. The [001]-oriented cylindrical
NW is created by removing all atoms in the x–y plane at a
distance greater than 5.0 nm from the centre of a rectangular
box. The simulation cell contains 95 050 Fe atoms with the
dimensions of 20.041 � 20.041 � 14.315 nm along the x, y, and
z-directions, respectively. The length of the NW is aligned along
the [001] direction, and sufficient vacuum space is included
around it for inserting O2 molecules.

To study the influence of the C coating on the oxidation
process and on the mechanical deformation mechanism and
related properties, we created an approximately 1.0 nm thick C
coated shell layer on the free surface of pristine Fe NWs. The
initial structure of the coating is created via replacing Fe atoms
at the centre of the BCC unit cell with C atoms. The total
number of C atoms is 16 800, which is approximately B17.6%
of the total number of atoms. The C-coated NW (Fe/FexCy) is
then relaxed using a conjugate gradient minimization scheme
and then 300 K equilibration simulations are carried out for
100 ps. Next, we performed high temperature annealing simu-
lation in order to make the structure amorphous. The NW is
heated from 300 K to 1400 K and then maintained at the
temperature for 100 ps followed by cooling down to 300 K. All
heat treatment processes were performed using a canonical
ensemble (NVT) using the Nośe–Hoover thermostat ensemble.36

The high temperature heat treatment ensures structural recon-
struction, which allows the atoms to occupy the energetically
favourable positions. We calculated the radial distribution func-
tion (RDF) of the as created structures to assess the amorphous
nature of the coating. Snapshots of the relaxed C-coated Fe NWs
are shown in Fig. 1(a–d) and (e–h) before and after the heat
treatment processes, respectively. Our atomic snapshots are
visualized using the OVITO tool.37 The snapshots provide clear

evidence of the structural amorphization of the FexCy coating on
the NW. The C atoms are found to be randomly distributed
around the free surface of the NW rather than being in highly
ordered orientation. Finally, the amorphous C-coated NW is used
for the subsequent study to explore mechanical deformation
mechanisms.

Next, we randomly placed 5000 O2 molecules in the vacuum
region of the MD box maintaining a gap of 0.6 nm from the free
surface of the C-coated NW and its pristine counterpart. All
oxidation simulations are performed using the canonical (NVT)
ensemble at a temperature of 300 K.36 The O2 molecules are
allowed to undergo the oxidation process and we observed
atomic rearrangement of the surfaces of the NW due to
interaction with the O-atoms. In the final step of the oxidation
process, we removed all the O2 molecules that did not interact
with the C-coated Fe NW and its pristine counterpart.

The as prepared oxidized C-coated Fe NW as well as un-
oxidized counterpart is further equilibrated using a Nośe–
Hoover isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble at T = 300 K and
zero pressure along the z direction.38 The relaxed structures
were then used for mechanical deformation simulations.
We applied an external uniaxial uniform tensile and compres-
sive loading at a constant strain rate of 1 � 108 s�1 along the
axial z direction of the NWs to study the mechanical deformation
process and related properties. Periodic boundary conditions were
imposed in the axial (z) direction to avoid finite length of NWs.
During all simulations, a velocity Verlet integrator with a time step
of 0.25 fs is employed to update the atomic positions and
velocities.39 The charge equilibration is performed at each time
step. Engineering atomic stresses are calculated using the virial
theorem, as used in our previous MD studies.39 We continued the
tensile and compressive loading until the strain reached about
B16% and B14%, respectively. Other relevant studies for the
pristine and C-coated Fe NWs and their oxidized counterparts are
performed under similar conditions of temperature, and constant
strain rate. We carry out all MD simulations using the Large-
scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)
package code.40

Fig. 1 Snapshots show the initial configuration of the C-coated Fe NWs:
(a) side view and (b) axial view before and (e) side view and (f) axial view
after the heat treatment. The blue and red spheres represent C and Fe
atoms, respectively. For clear illustration, only the C atoms (blue) are
shown in (c and d) before and (g and h) after annealing, while the Fe
atoms in the core of the NW are hidden. Comparing (a–d) and (e–h), a total
of 16 800 C atoms are randomly distributed around the free surface of
metallic Fe NWs after the heat treatment.
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of carbon coatings on the oxidation process of the
pristine Fe NW

It is of great importance to develop understanding in how and
to what extent the existence of a C-coated shell layer affects the
oxidation process of the pristine Fe NW. However, the atomic-
scale oxidation process of the C-coated Fe NW, as compared to
the pristine Fe NW, is a considerably complex process as the
addition of the C atoms introduces an additional degree of
complexity in the process. In order to evaluate the effectiveness
and performance of the C-coated protective layers in the oxida-
tion, we have performed a series of large-scale oxidation
simulations of Fe NWs with and without C coatings. Here,
the oxidation of the pristine Fe NW is used as a reference for
further comparisons. We used an NVE ensemble at a tempera-
ture of 300 K for 0.5 ns.36 The Fe NW with and without a C
coating is exposed to an O2 environment, containing randomly
oriented 5000 O2 molecules in the inserting volume of the MD
box to allow for the oxidation process, as shown in Fig. 2.
Periodic boundary conditions were implemented in all three
directions.

We begin with a brief explanation of the oxidation process of
the pristine Fe NW. Further details can be found in our
previous works.12 Fig. 2 and 3 highlight the time evolution of
the total number of O uptake associated with the surfaces of
pristine and C-coated Fe NWs, which reveals the kinetics
(e.g., the oxide shell layer evolutions) of the oxidation process.
The oxidation of the pristine Fe NW in an O2 environment
occurs simultaneously via the dissociation and adsorption of
O2 molecules, and the inward diffusion of the O into the
metallic core and the outward diffusion of the Fe ions through
the growing oxide shell layer, subsequently leading to the
formation of a thin oxide shell layer. At the initial stage of
the oxidation, we observe high growth rates of the oxidation
layer associated with the unbalanced diffusion rate of Fe and O
atoms resulting in the formation of a shell (FexOy) layer due to

the absence of rate-limiting barriers.12,16,17 As the oxidation
process continues, the continuously outwardly diffused Fe
atoms react with the inwardly penetrated O ions, causing the
oxidation of the pristine Fe NW and enlargement of the NW
radius. The rate of the oxidation, dissociation activity, and O
ion penetration rate decrease gradually because the diffusion
paths of O ions are blocked by the continuing formation of the
FexOy shell layer. Gradually, the presence of the dissociated and
adsorbed O2 molecules, e.g., the developing oxide layer, on the
free surface of NWs causes a reduction in the number of available
surface sites for further reactions with the O2 molecules, thus
protecting the metallic core of the Fe NW from further reactions
with O2 molecules.

As for the C-coated Fe NW, once the O2 molecules reach the
free surface of the NW, the oxidation reaction occurs relatively
rapid. The beginning of oxidation is likely due to the dissocia-
tion and adsorption of O2 molecules into the C-coated Fe lattice
through O2–C and/or O2–Fe coupling. Adsorption describes the
process of an O2 molecule getting attached to the surface of the
NW if the pair distance of O2–Fe and/or O2–C is equal to and/or
less than 2.5 Å and 3.3 Å, respectively. Our result suggests that
in the initial oxidation process, almost all O2 molecules are
close to the free surface that interacts directly with the C and Fe
atoms around the C-coated shell layer and incorporate with Fe
and C atoms on the preferential active adsorption sites around
the free surface of the NW. Primarily, the cylindrical configu-
ration of the C-coated Fe NW has a highly irregular surface and
a complex atomic structure that provide a superfluous amount
of active sites available for O2 molecules to react with the
C-coated Fe NW at the initial stage of oxidation, leading to
an anisotropic dissociation and adsorption of O2 molecules.
However, a competition occurs between the dissociation and
adsorption of O2 molecules coupling (as bonding) with the
surface Fe and C atoms. The oxide formation and growth
process in an O2 environment is driven by local reactions taking
place around the available reactive free surface that evolve
independently one from the other. As the oxidation process
proceeds up to B0.07 ns, the resulting formation of an
inhomogeneous and relatively thin FexCyOz oxide layer covers
the free surface. The quick growth of the thin oxide layer with a

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional snapshots of the initial structure and the evolution
of oxide shell layer formation on the free surface of the [001]-oriented (a)
pristine Fe NW and (b) its C-coated counterpart are shown, respectively, at
time = 0.0, 0.005, 0.05 and 0.5 ns. All NWs are initially inserted in a
randomly distributed 5000 O2 molecular environment. The red, cyan and
yellow atoms are Fe, O and C, respectively. Additionally, for a better
visualization to show the uptake of O atoms at the free surface of NWs,
Fe and C atoms were hidden from the snapshots at the end of simulations.
The formation of the surface oxide shell layer depends on the nature of the
free surface structure.

Fig. 3 The total number of O atom uptake associated with the incorpora-
tion of O2 molecules and O ions with the (a) pristine and (b) C-coated
surface of Fe NWs during the oxidation process at 300 K. Furthermore, the
total number of O atoms (red), the total number of O atoms in the form of
O ions (blue), and the total number of O atoms in the form of O2 molecules
(green) associated with the free surface of NWs are shown, respectively.
The oxidation process of the C-coated Fe NW completed approximately
by 0.07 ns.
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‘‘limiting’’ thickness on the free surface of NWs including its
resulting incorporation with the C-coated layer acts as a protective
barrier and hinders the subsequent oxidation process. Nature of
the relatively thin oxide layer formed on the C-coated surface of
the NW can be related to its protectiveness of the NW against the
oxidation process in an O2 environment. Specifically, the thin
oxide layer on the C-coated surface of the NW assists in strongly
repelling the O2 molecules and keeping them away from the free
surface of the NW. Fig. 2 and 3 further indicate that most of the
absorption and dissociation of O2 molecules occur and distribute
mainly on the free surface of the C-coated Fe NW. As a result, the
corresponding metallic core dimension of the C-coated Fe NW
does not undergo an apparent change after the oxidation process.

The interaction of O2 molecules with Fe NW surfaces with
and without a C-coating is of more general interest, and great
importance for understanding the initial steps in the oxidation
process, since the adsorption and dissociation of O2 are
believed to be essential for the formation of an oxide shell
layer. Therefore, we investigate the details of time evolution of
the oxidation process of the Fe NW with and without a C-coated
shell layer by monitoring the total number of O atoms including
the number of absorbed O2 molecules and O ions that make
direct bonding between the Fe and/or C atoms around the free
surface of the NW during the oxidation, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the initial stage, O2 molecules quickly interact with the
pristine Fe NW and its C-coated counterpart so that the surface
is instantly oxidized. Comparison of the total number of O
atom uptake associated with the incorporation of O2 molecules
and O ions with pristine (Fig. 3(a)) and its C-coated counterpart
(Fig. 3(b)) surfaces of Fe NWs shows spontaneous oxidation at
the free surface of the NWs, but exhibits a quite different
characteristic for the pristine Fe NW and its C-coated counter-
part. For example, a total of 5643 and 2318 numbers of O atoms
are consumed at the end of the oxidation process (t = 0.5 ns) for
the pristine and C-coated Fe NWs, respectively. Furthermore,
the total number of O atoms in the form of O ions and O2

molecules associated with the free surface of the pristine NW at
the end of t = 0.5 ns is 4765 and 878, respectively. The
corresponding numbers are 732 and 1586 for the C-coated Fe
NW (Fe–FexCyOz). This result reveals that the presence of the
C-coated shell layer has a strong influence on the adsorption
and subsequent dissociation of the O2 molecules. Furthermore,
the oxidized layer region on the free surface of the pristine NW
contains mainly O atoms in form of O rather than O2 mole-
cules. In contrast to the pristine NW, the total number of
O atoms in the form of O2 molecules preferentially exists in
the oxidized shell layer region of the C-coated Fe NW. This
result reveals that the O2 dissociation reaction becomes more
unfavourable at the C-coated Fe NW surface. Also, the limited
surface activity of the C-coated NW causes the formation of a
relatively thin oxide shell layer, which passivates and prevents
the C-coated surface from further oxidation; on the other hand,
it causes to yield ‘‘limiting’’ thicknesses of the oxide layer as
compared to its pristine counterpart.

Overall, we observed that the oxidation reaction between O2

molecules and the free surface of pristine and C-coated Fe NWs

mainly involved two consecutive processes, (i) adsorption and
dissociation of O2 molecules on the free surfaces, followed by
(ii) the diffusion of the dissociated O ions towards the core
of the NW, which consequently leads to the formation of a thin
oxide layer. The number of adsorbed and dissociated O2

molecules increases rapidly at the beginning stage of oxidation
and then decreases dramatically with time for all the NWs. After
the initial oxidation of the pristine NW, the total number of O
atoms including the adsorbed O2 molecules and dissociated O
ions still decreases steadily due to the formation of a thin oxide
shell on the free surface of the NW. But, the total number of O
uptake associated with the adsorbed O2 molecules and O ions
on the C-coated surface changes rapidly at the initial stage of
oxidation and quickly reaches a maximum at B0.07 ns. Then, it
becomes almost constant thereafter, as shown in Fig. 3(b)
because the formation of a relatively thin oxide layer on the
free surface of the C-coated NW inhibits the interactions of O2

molecules further. Interestingly, the fast increase of growing O
atom concentration at the outer surface of the C-coated Fe NW
results in a dramatic decrease in the oxidation rate by an
increased activation barrier for adsorption and dissociation of
O2 molecules (the kinetic barriers for oxygen adsorption) on the
C-coated surfaces compared to the pristine metallic surfaces.

We can conclude that the resulting formation of strong
bonding between Fe and C atoms in the C-coated shell layer
significantly impedes the incorporation of O2 molecules on the
free surface of the C-coated Fe lattice, the diffusion of the O
ions into the C-coated shell layer, and the formation of an oxide
shell layer. Each Fe atom located initially at each centre of the
unit cell of BCC structure of Fe lattice was replaced by a single C
atom. Therefore, the C–Fe bond length in these initial con-
figurations is B2.47 Å. Then, it was allowed to relax until the
C-coated crystalline Fe NW structure (Fe–FexCy) reached a
configuration of minimum energy at 300 K using a conjugate
gradient algorithm. After the relaxation as well as the heat
treatment, the C–Fe bond length is found to be around at a
distance of B2.00 Å, which is much shorter than the initial
bond distance. Namely, these strong bonds lead to the shrink-
age of interatomic distances. Also, the contraction of the Fe–C
bond length causes significant distortion and strains on the
local microstructure of the C-coated Fe NW in the radial
direction after the relaxation with the heat treatment. Thus,
the average diameter of the C-coated Fe NW decreases from
B5.0 to B4.85 nm. The reason for the promotion of the
oxidation resistance is that the strong interaction between Fe
and C atoms in the layer on the surface of NWs inhibits the
segregation of Fe and C from the surface and the formation of
defects such as vacancies on the surface of the NW. Here, based
on the above analysis, the surface C coating is an important
means to partially protect the pristine Fe NW from the reactive
O2 environments. Modification of the free surface properties by
C atoms makes the pristine NW relatively less reactive towards
the O2 molecules and thus prevents the further progression of
the oxidation process. In particular, the surface C coating
significantly affects the adsorption and dissociation of O2

molecules on the surfaces of NWs and the inward diffusion
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of the O ions deeper inside the metallic core of the C-coated NW
plays an important role in the subsequent oxidation process.

Our current findings are consistent with the observations of
the C shell layer encapsulating reinforced metallic Al nano-
particles (ANPs). Hong et al. studied Al/C interactions using
ReaxFF to investigate the role of the C coating in the oxidation
of bare ANPs using hydrocarbon precursors.19 They demon-
strated that the C coating shell layer was formed on the free
surface of the pristine ANPs. Their results revealed that the C
coating layer effectively served as a protective layer against
oxidation only at low temperature in an O2 environment. But
the C coating layer was removed from the free surface at
elevated temperatures, which makes ANPs very susceptible to
oxidation.

3.2 Effects of the C-coated shell layer on the formation of the
oxide layer

We analyse the details of the resulting oxide shell layer using
the average radial atomic number density distributions of Fe,
O, and C atoms per unit volume with a 0.5 Å radial bin size. Fig.
4 and 5 reveal the significant differences in the density of O
atoms, the formation of an oxide shell layer, the penetration
depth of O ions for the pristine NW, and its C-coated counter-
part after exposure to O2 molecules until 0.5 ns. The oxidation
proceeds continuously through collectively inward O ion and
outward Fe ion diffusions within the developing oxide shell
layer on the pristine NW, resulting in an increased thickness of
the oxide layer formation (FexOy). At the end of the oxidation
process at t = 0.5 ns, a total of 5643 O atoms were consumed to
form the oxidation layer (FexOy) on the free surface of the
pristine NW where the oxidation rate correlates with the con-
sumption of O ions. Importantly, the initial relaxed crystalline
structure of the free surface of the pristine NW as seen in
Fig. 4(a) has undergone substantial alteration such as local
structure of the surface and atomic charge states of atoms
around the active sites of the free surface as a result of the
corresponding ionic diffusion of species during the oxidation
process. Thus, the average diameter of the pristine NW is
increased from r = B5.0 to B5.2 nm, which is equivalent to
B11% volume expansion of the pristine NW with an B1.7%
increase of NW weight, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The volume
expansion of the pristine NW can be clearly seen from the
decrease in the average radial number density of the Fe atoms after
the oxidation, as compared to Fig. 4(a) and (b). The calculated

average radial number density of O atoms shows a peak in
Fig. 4(b), which is correlated with the thickness of the oxide layer
on the free surface. The position and intensity of the peaks reveal
that the resulting oxide layer on all the NWs remains highly non-
uniform, depending on the depth of the NW and indicating
limiting diffusion behaviour.

Initially, the 16 800 C atoms were inserted via replacing Fe
atoms within around B1.0 nm thickness of the NW surface.
After the high-temperature heating, the initial uniformly dis-
tributed C atoms undergo substantial reconstruction and the
ordered structure disappears. For example, the C atoms diffuse
to stable sites from the region with high C concentration to that
with low concentration during the high-temperature heating
process, degrading the crystallinity of the Fe NW to some
extent. The heat treatment leads to the broadened C atom
segregation domains and consequently the changes of the pre-
existing defect structure within the C-coated layer. It indicates that
the randomly distributed C atoms occupy a significant portion of
the NW as compared to the pristine counterpart as shown in
Fig. 5(a). Therefore, the high temperature heat treatment process
results in a significant rearrangement of C atoms around the free
surface of NWs that consequently changes the initial distribution
of radial spatial number density of C atoms, due to penetration of
C atoms into the metallic core of NWs. Importantly, the average
diameter of the C-coated NW shrunk slightly from B5.00 to
B4.85 nm after the heat treatment and relaxation processes.

Fig. 5 highlights the O atoms incorporated with the C-coated
Fe NW and the formation of the resulting oxide layer that
continuously degrades the surface related physical and chemical
properties such as the pre-existing defects and diminution of
mechanical properties of the NWs. The C-coated NW (Fig. 5)
experienced slight radial expansions as a result of the oxidation
process, where the radial number density of the initial Fe and C
atoms decreases insignificantly as compared to the oxidized
counterpart (Fig. 5). It implies that the surface Fe and C atoms
are not mobile within the developing oxide layer. At the end of the
oxidation process at t = 0.5 ns, the radial average number density
distribution of O atoms has a relatively small peak around the
reactive region of the free surface of NWs. The position, width and
intensity of peaks indicate that a small amount of O penetrates
underneath the C-coated shell layer, and mostly remains on the
free surface. This result implies that the C-coated layer creates a

Fig. 4 The average radial atomic number density profiles of Fe (red) and
O (brown) atoms per unit volume for the relaxed structure of the initial
pristine Fe NW (a) before and (b) after the oxidation process, respectively.

Fig. 5 The radial density profiles of Fe (red), C (blue), O (brown) and Fe +
C (green) atoms per unit volume for the relaxed structure of the C-coated
Fe NW (a) before and (b) after the oxidation process (t = 0.5 ns),
respectively. Notably, the profiles reveal that the average diameter of the
C-coated NWs shrunk slightly inward of NW. The total O atom number in
the oxide region for the oxidized C-coated Fe NW (Fe–FexCyOz) is 2318.
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resistance against the inward diffusion of O ionic species to react
with the metallic core of the NW.

Analysis of the radial atomic number density of O atoms per
unit volume suggests that the C-coated layer strongly influences
the penetration depths of O ions and the formation of the oxide
layer primarily associated with the inward diffusion of O ions
that are much larger for the pristine NW. We demonstrate that
the C coating is responsible for introducing additional resis-
tance for the diffusion of O ions as well as their mobility by
preventing the pathways for ionic movements. Initially, the
coating isolates partially the direct contact of O2 molecules
from the pristine Fe NW and/or hinders the formation of a
direct path for O and Fe ion movement, overall causing an
increase in the oxidation resistance of the NW.

Our current findings are consistent with the observations for
the encapsulating C shell layer reinforced metallic Fe nano-
particles (NPs). Tavakkoli et al. observed that the encapsulating
C shell layer protects the Fe NPs from oxidation in air.41

Specifically, the single C shell layer does not prevent desired
access of the reactants to the vicinity of the Fe NPs but protects
the active metallic core from oxidation. However, the multiple C
shell layers hinder desired access of the reactants to the Fe core,
thus adversely affecting the catalytic activity of the Fe NPs.

3.3 Structural properties of the C-coated Fe NW and its
oxidized counterpart

Here, we perform detailed characterization of the spatial short-
range local microstructural properties and correlations including
changes and arrangements of Fe–Fe and Fe–C atoms of the
C-coated Fe NW after the heat treatment and oxidation process
by RDF. The RDFs of Fe–C and Fe–Fe for the C-coated Fe NW are
shown before (Fig. 6(a)) and after (Fig. 6(b)) the oxidation process.
First, the C coating effects on the structural properties of the
pristine Fe NW are investigated using the RDF of Fe–C pair.
During the heat treatment process, the applied thermal treatment
and relaxation processes are primarily responsible for the diffu-
sion and segregation of C atoms in the metallic Fe NW to generate
a C-coated shell layer (FexCy) on the NW surface. At the end of the
heat treatment process, the existing C atoms are distributed
randomly around the free surface of Fe NWs due to the atomic
rearrangement, which forms a metastable (FexC) phase. Hence,
the overall average Fe–C bond length is B2.00 Å, as seen in Fig. 6.
The Fe–C bond length has been shortened compared to the initial

position (e.g., before the heat treatment), confirming the nature of
attractive force between Fe and C atoms. Also, this indicates that
the C-coated Fe surface has undergone substantial alteration and
modification in some way to make it less reactive. As a result, the
C atoms in the Fe NW are correlated with the substitutional
incorporation of C atoms in the Fe lattice interstitial sites forming
the FexC carbide phase in good agreement with the crystalline
Fe3C phase.42

Similarly, to gain a better understanding of the resulting
oxidation effect on the change in the structural properties and
phase composition of the pristine Fe NW and its C-coated
counterpart, we investigated detailed spatial short-range local
structural correlations using the RDFs of the Fe–Fe, Fe–C, Fe–O
and C–O bond lengths. The change of Fe–Fe and Fe–C bond
length distribution of the C-coated Fe NW before and after the
oxidation process is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively.
Importantly, the bond length of the Fe–C atoms in the C-coated
Fe NWs is at B2.00 Å before and after the oxidation. Moreover,
prior to the oxidation, the RDF of the system (Fig. 6) shows that
there are two peaks for the Fe–Fe pair at B2.45 Å and B2.83 Å
in the C-coated region, corresponding to the atomic distance
between corner and center Fe atoms, and between the corner of
Fe–Fe atoms, respectively. Additionally, the first peak distribu-
tion in the C-coated NW is sharp. We note that the distribution
of Fe–Fe atoms is also related to the thickness of the shell
region. For example, we analyze the RDF of Fe–Fe of the
C-coated Fe NW in the shell region in between 50–33 Å.

On the other hand, the first and second peaks in RDF for the
Fe–Fe pairs occur at 2.50 Å and 2.75 Å, respectively, after the
oxidation. Our results demonstrate that the oxidation process
caused a slight change of the Fe–Fe bond lengths in the
C-coated NW. But, the bond length of Fe–C atoms on the
C-coated Fe NW layer remained almost unchanged. This ana-
lysis showed us that there are no significant changes to occur
for the RDF of the Fe–Fe and Fe–C atoms around the surface
region before and after the oxidation process. With respect to
Fe–Fe pair interactions, Joan et al. also observed two similar
peaks at 2.45 and 2.80 Å for the Fe(100) oriented surface at
900 K.16 Based on the RDF of Fe–O for the C-coated Fe NW as
clearly shown in Fig. 7(a), the nearest first peaks in the Fe–O
pair split into two peaks, centred at B2.0 and B2.75 Å with
different amplitudes. Similarly for the pristine Fe NW as shown
in Fig. 8, the Fe–O bond length is located at B1.6 and B2.0 Å.
Interestingly, the Fe–O bonding distance especially depends on

Fig. 6 Radial pair distribution function, g(r), for Fe–C (blue) and Fe–Fe
(red) for the relaxed structure of the C-coated Fe NW (a) before and
(b) after the oxidation process in the shell region of 50–33 Å, respectively,
before the applied mechanical loads.

Fig. 7 Radial pair distribution function g(r) for Fe–O (a) and C–O (b)
atoms for the C-coated Fe NW in the shell region in 50–33 Å after the
oxidation process.
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the diffusion of O ions into the NW that significantly rearrange
the surface of the Fe–O structure in the pristine Fe NW.
Moreover, the RDF of O–O has a sharp peak with the maximum
amplitude located at B1.35 Å. The O–O peak presumably
corresponds to the distances between the O atoms from the
un-dissolved O2 molecules at the oxide shell layer. The C–O
bond length is just around B1.43 Å in organic molecules.43 The
result for the first peak in RDF for the C–O distance at B2.90 Å
indicates an interatomic distance, where the O2 molecule and O
atoms are bound to Fe atoms, resulting in a minimal overlap of
atomic orbitals at that distance by surrounding the C atoms.
Importantly, our results indicate that the presence of C atoms
around the free surface of Fe NWs affects significantly the bond
length of Fe–O atoms.

The atomic distribution profiles indicate clearly (Fig. 2 and 3)
that the C-coated Fe NW oxidizes by the incorporation of O2

molecules and O ions through the absorption and partially
dissociation of O2 molecules on the surface of the C-coated NW.
As a result, the corresponding C-coated NW surface does not
undergo a substantial alteration after the oxidation process,
where O2 molecules get attached to the Fe NW free surface and
O ions stay around the free surface of the NW. Hence, they do
not contribute to significant changes in the structural proper-
ties of the C-coated NW because of the formation of only a thin
oxide shell layer on the free surface. Thus, the segregation and
reconstruction of C atoms around the free surface induce
changes in the structural, chemical, and physical properties
of the NW, consequently influencing the oxidation process and
mechanical performance.

Furlan et al. investigated the characteristics of chemical
bonds and structure of amorphous nanocomposites of iron-
carbide (Fe(1�x)Cx) thin films in a broad composition range by
X-ray diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) together with selected area electron diffraction
and PDF analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Raman
spectroscopy, and soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy.42 Their
results show that the amorphous region consists of two phases:
(i) an amorphous carbide phase, and (ii) an amorphous carbon

matrix. They observed that the PDF peak for the Fe–Fe bond
distance is about 2.5 Å, implying the Fe–Fe bond length
distance in the crystalline carbide (Fe3C) phase that agrees well
with our results.42 Moreover, the second coordination shell
distance of Fe–Fe is B3.8 Å which agrees with that of the Fe3C
structure. They observed that the PDF peak for the Fe–C bond
length is at B2.0 Å that agrees well with our results.

3.4 The effect of the C-coated shell layer on the tensile and
compressive strength of the NWs

We focus on the effect of the C coating with and without the
presence of formation of oxide shell layers on the mechanical
deformation and related properties of the Fe NW under the
uniaxial tensile and compressive loadings. Here, we take the
pristine Fe NW as a reference in order to compare to what
extent the C-coated surface with and without an oxidized layer
(e.g., the surface modification) degrades and the mechanical
deformation mechanism and the related properties of the NWs.
All the studies were performed at T = 300 K using a constant
strain rate of 1 � 108 s�1.

Fig. 9 presents the evolution of engineering tensile stress–
strain curves reflecting the effects of surface C coatings and
resulting oxidation on the tensile properties and deformation
mechanism compared to the pristine Fe NW. One can observe
that the stress–strain profiles exhibit an initial elastic deforma-
tion stage; the flow stress increases linearly at first followed by
the non-linear increment with the increase of strain up to the
maximum stress level in the tensile elastic regime. Then, it
undergoes a drastic drop in the value of yield stress as shown in
Fig. 9, partially releasing the elastic energy (relieving tensile
stress) by nucleating defects associated with the incipient
tensile plasticity. The average yield stress to cause the onset
of the tensile plastic deformation and the corresponding average
yield strain values are B8.25 and B8.70 GPa and B10.50 and
B9.72%, respectively, for the pristine and C-coated NWs as shown
in Fig. 9(a). The tensile flow stress reaches a maximum value to
cause the onset of tensile plasticity beyond which it drops abruptly
down to B�3 GPa and B4.0 GPa for the pristine and its C-coated
counterpart, respectively (see Fig. 9(a)). Consequently, it fluctuates
around a certain stress value and a smoother tensile plastic
response is observed for all NWs, suppressing the flow stress

Fig. 8 Radial pair distribution function g(r) for Fe–O (blue), Fe–Fe (red)
and O–O (green) atoms for the pristine Fe NW in the shell region in
50–40 Å after the oxidation process.

Fig. 9 Evolution of engineering tensile stress–strain curves (a) for the
pristine and C-coated Fe NWs, and also (b) for their oxidized counterparts,
respectively. Characteristic effects of the C-coated shell layer and the
formation of an oxide shell layer on the deformation mechanism of the
pristine NWs are shown under the tensile load.
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value from further escalation. The existence of the C-coated
shell layer slightly enhances the tensile yield stress to cause the
onset of tensile plasticity, and also it increases the tensile flow
stress during the plastic deformation, indicating the important
role of the C-coated shell layer on the surface of the pristine Fe
NW. Specifically, the engineering stress–strain curves in the
tensile plastic region suggest that C-coated Fe NWs exhibit a
relatively higher resistance in the plastic deformation regime.

Additionally, the average yield stress to cause the onset of
the tensile plastic deformation and the corresponding yield
strain values for the oxidized pristine and C-coated NW are
B6.80 and B7.95 GPa, and B9.60 and B9.98%, respectively.
The tensile plastic yield stress for the oxidized C-coated Fe NW
is lower, but the corresponding elastic limits are slightly higher
than those of its non-oxidized counterpart. Also, the tensile
plastic deformation for the oxidized C-coated Fe NWs requires a
higher stress value with the incipient tensile plasticity, e.g., the
repeated generation of new dislocations along twin boundaries
with the increase of applied tensile strain compared to its
oxidized pristine counterpart. Low tensile flow stress beyond
a yield stress value leads to tensile plastic relaxation for all NWs
with the nucleation of defects in the twin boundaries. Thus, our
results reveal that the formation of an oxide shell layer on the
NWs promotes activation of the initial dislocation nucleation
associated with the inception of tensile plasticity.

Our results show that the C-coated surface with and without
the existence of an oxide shell layer has a significant effect on
the tensile yield stress and strain to cause the onset of the
tensile plasticity, and overall tensile mechanical deformation
behaviours. Firstly, the surface modification of pristine Fe NWs
with C atoms distinctly enhances the yield stress level and
expedites the nucleation of dislocations; thus, the tensile
plasticity becomes relatively stronger. Likewise, the oxide shell
layer causes earlier onset of tensile plasticity for the pristine
NW. Also, the tensile elastic limit is reduced slightly by the
presence of C atoms, but the oxide shell layer on the free
surface of the C-coated Fe NW case increases it.

Despite similar tensile mechanical behaviour, the yield
stress and strain values are changed by the existence of the C
coating and the resulting oxide shell layer. The presence of
defects related to the formation of the oxide shell layer provides
easy pathways for initiation of dislocations to cause the onset of
tensile plasticity. The amount of pre-existing defects is rela-
tively more abundant in the oxidized C-coated Fe NW than its
un-oxidized counterpart, thus exhibiting some differences in
the onset of tensile plasticity and consequently corresponding
mechanical properties. For example, the oxidized pristine and
C-coated Fe NW possesses relatively low yield stress compared
to the non-oxidized counterparts, suggesting that the occur-
rence of the oxidation process alters the structural properties
and the existence of defects on the NW surfaces.

The evolution of engineering compressive stress–strain
responses of the pristine and C-coated Fe NWs, and their corres-
ponding oxidized counterparts is shown in Fig. 10(a and b). The
figure suggests that the C coating and the formation of the oxide
layer profoundly affect the compressive mechanical properties

such as the compressive yield stress and strain (e.g., the elastic
strain region) compared to the pristine NW. The compressive flow
stress first increases linearly in the compressive elastic regime
with the increase of strain up to the maximum stress level. Then,
it follows a significant drop in the value of yield stress, relieving
stress by nucleating dislocations in the surface that indicates the
onset of compressive plasticity. The compressive elastic–plastic
transformation, e.g., the yield stress and strain to cause the onset
of the compressive plasticity, occurs at B17.5 and B18.9 GPa,
and the corresponding yield strains are B9.0 and B10.8%, for the
pristine and C-coated Fe NWs, respectively. It indicates that the
compressive yield stress value for the C-coated Fe NW is higher,
and the corresponding compressive elasticity limit is larger than
that of its pristine counterpart. Additionally, the average values of
the compressive yield stress and strain for the oxidized pristine
and C-coated Fe NW are B18.6 and B17.1 GPa, and B10.75 and
B11.23%, respectively. It suggests that the oxidized pristine Fe
NW exhibits a higher resistance to the onset of compressive
plasticity than its corresponding C-coated counterpart.

Comparing the compressive stress–strain curves in Fig. 10,
they exhibit higher sensitivity to the C-coated layer. The corres-
ponding mechanical properties reveal some features such as
the compressive yield stress and strain, the compressive elastic
limit, and the compressive plasticity. The existence of C coatings
contributes greatly to withstand the relatively high compressive
strain caused by the compressive loading. Moreover, the C-coated
shell layer leads to an increase in the plastic yield stress of metallic
Fe NWs. Changing the surface composition and structural proper-
ties of C-coated Fe NWs as a result of the heat treatment process
remarkably increases the elastic compressive limit and the yield
stress to cause the onset of compressive plasticity. The stress–
strain curves of the NWs indicate a significant influence of C
coatings and oxidation on the subsequent compressive and
tensile deformation performance and related mechanical proper-
ties of the pristine Fe NW. The yield stress and strain values to
cause the onset of plasticity including both elastic and plastic
strain have strong competition and correlations with the surface
states that is related to the pre-existing surface defect structures,
amount, and distributions as well as the type of external loadings.

Note that our results are consistent with the previous
simulations and experimental literature. For example, Byggmastar
et al. investigated the uniaxial tensile deformation mechanism

Fig. 10 Evolution of engineering compressive stress–strain curves (a) for
the pristine and C-coated counterparts and (b) for their oxidized counter-
parts. Characteristic effects of the C-coated shell layer and the formation
of the oxide shell layer on the deformation mechanism and related
properties of the pristine NWs are shown under the compressive load.
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and related mechanical properties of cylindrical [001]-oriented Fe
and iron–chromium (FeCr) NWs, including the effects of Cr
content and size of the NW using MD simulation based on both
an embedded atom method (EAM) and a Tersoff-like bond order
potential (BOP).44 For each case of the FeCr NWs, substitutional
Cr atoms were randomly inserted in the NWs to get the desired
concentrations between 0 and 20 wt%. The FeCr NWs are
elastically softer and weaker than the pure counterpart, which
was explained by the relatively weak Fe–Cr interaction, compared
to the pure Fe–Fe interaction. For example, the tensile yield
strength and ultimate strength decrease with increasing Cr
concentration or the diameter. Similar to our results, the plastic
deformation mechanism is mediated by twinning for both poten-
tials at all studied Cr concentrations and diameters. Luu and
Gunkelmann investigated the mechanical response of Fe–C single
crystals and polycrystals under hydrostatic and uniaxial compres-
sion using EAM potential.22 They concluded that the existence of
C atoms strongly increases the Fe–C phase transformation pres-
sure but decreases the elastic–plastic transformation and also the
elastic limit. Xie et al. experimentally observed that the compres-
sive strength of Fe nanopillars (with diameters of 150 nm and
lengths of 450 nm) with low dislocation densities (pre-existing
defects) was substantially stronger than with high dislocation
densities, indicating that the initial dislocation density controlled
compressive deformation.45 For example, they observed that the
plastic deformation behaviour of nanopillars containing high
dislocation densities proceeds continuously or discretely via a
series of small- and intermediate-scale strain bursts that were
associated with the movement/escape of dislocations and the
formation of slip bands. Li et al. investigated the effect and role
of amorphous C coatings including the thickness of amorphous C
coatings on the mechanical behaviour of [111]-oriented silicon
carbide (SiC) NWs via using MD methods at room temperature.46

They show that the amorphous C layer enhances the mechanical
properties of SiC NWs, serving as a protective coating to shield the
crack growth in the SiC NWs. Moreover, an amorphous C coating
makes SiC NWs relatively more ductile and also, an increase of the
coating thickness leads to a brittle-to-ductile transition for the
NWs. Wei and Yu studied the effect of substitutional lithium (Li)
atoms on the tensile mechanical behaviours of a-Fe including
specifically the tensile stress–strain relationship and the tensile
plastic deformation mechanism of the a-Fe single crystal with
three different lattice orientations (i.e. [100], [110] and [111]) and
five different Li concentrations (i.e. 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3%)
using MD simulations based on the EAM in detail. The substitu-
tional Li atoms were introduced into the system by replacing Fe
atoms randomly.47 Similar to our results, detailed dynamic char-
acterization of all the tensile stress–strain curves clearly exhibits
linear behaviour at the early stage of the tension and then non-
linear behaviour before the yield stress. They showed that the Li
atoms influence significantly the tensile plastic deformation
mechanisms and degrade the mechanical properties of the a-Fe
single crystal. For example, the Young’s moduli decline with the
increase of Li concentration. The tensile yield stress declined
monotonically for all the three orientations as the amount of Li
atoms increased. The [111]-orientated crystal was more sensitive

to the existence of Li atoms than the other two orientations.
Importantly, the influence of substitutional Li atoms was insigni-
ficant for the [100]-orientated crystal. For example, the substitu-
tional Li atoms slightly change the slopes of the stress–strain
curves in the nonlinear elastic parts, e.g., before the abrupt drop of
the yield stress. Chen et al. systematically investigated the role
and influence of the Ni concentration and temperature on the
deformation mechanism and mechanical properties of BCC Fe–Ni
alloy NWs with a diameter of 8.0 nm under tension loading
along the [001] direction at a constant rate of 8 � 108 s�1 using
MD simulations.25 The Fe–Ni alloy NWs are obtained as follows:
the substitutional Ni atoms were introduced into the system by
replacing Fe atoms randomly. They found that the tensile defor-
mation mechanisms of the Ni–Fe alloy NWs depend significantly
on the Ni concentration. For example, the NWs with a low Ni
concentration deform mainly by the twinning mechanism at low
temperatures. Also, their results indicated that all NWs exhibit a
similar stress–strain behaviour under uniaxial tension with a
different elastic modulus. Moreover, they revealed that there
was a significant linear relationship between the Ni content,
temperature, and ultimate stress of the NWs. It was found that
the local atomic pressure fluctuation of the Fe–Ni alloy NW
surface became more prominent with an increase in the Ni
content, which may serve as the defect for dislocation nucleation.

Sen et al. studied the influence of the O2 oxidizing environ-
ment on the mechanical tensile properties of Al NWs under
three different strain rates using RMD simulations.15,20 They
demonstrated that the oxidation process drastically changes
the mechanical behaviour and properties of Al NWs as the
surface-to-volume ratio increases which is in good agreement
with our results.15,20 For example, resulting formation of an
B1.0 nm thick amorphous oxide shell on the Al NW increases
the ductility and decreases the strength (the decrease in the
yield stress and also Young’s modulus of Al NWs), where the
oxide shell exhibits superplastic behaviour. Moreover, the oxide
amorphous shell on the Al NW and the disordered atomic
structure of the Al/AlOx interface decrease the Al dislocation
nucleation stress to cause the onset of plastic deformation by
increasing the activation volume and the number of nucleation
sites. Namely, the oxide shell and the core–shell interface can
provide a defect nucleation site increasing the ductility of the Al
NWs. Rosandi et al. investigated intensively the influences of
oxide shell layer thicknesses on the tensile and compressive
mechanical deformation behaviours of the Al NWs at different
strain rates using RMD methods with a ReaxFF potential.48

They revealed that the existence of the oxide shell layer (alumina
coating) assists to increase the ductility of Al NWs without
significant reduction in tensile strength, but the thickness of
the coating is less decisive during compression. Godet et al.
investigated the tensile mechanical properties of a crystalline
[110]-oriented gold (Au) core–amorphous silicon (a-Si) shell
NW, including the onset of plasticity at a constant strain rate
using MD simulations with Modified Embedded Atom Method
(MEAM) potentials.49 Notably, they observed that the core–shell
NW sustains relatively higher stresses with a homogeneous
plastic deformation behaviour as compared to the pristine Au
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NW. They noted that the onset of the plastic deformation in the
core–shell appeared at smaller strain than in the pristine Au
core alone at T = 100 K.

The surface states are predominantly related to the resulting
formation of bonding between atoms and the pre-existing
defects created upon the C coating and oxidation process. Also,
the oxidized NW experiences changes in morphology and sizes,
as well as the formation of numerous defects in the free surface
of NWs that influence the tensile and compressive mechanical
properties. For example, the presence of O atoms within the
C-coated Fe NW leads to decreased compressive and tensile
yield stress of the C-coated NW. Notably, encapsulation of
the pristine Fe NW with C atoms results in lowering of the
average diameter of the C-coated NW due to the stronger Fe–C
interactions. According to previous studies, the mechanical
properties of crystalline core/shell Fe NWs can be affected by
the interactions between C and Fe atoms that cause the
displacement of Fe atoms from the equilibrium position to
form ‘‘strained’’ configuration of the Fe network in the
C-coated shell layer and the generation of defects. Also, the
replacement of C atoms in the surface of the pristine Fe NW
naturally leads to a decreased number of dislocations sites and
point defects as compared to the pristine counterpart. More-
over, the presence of O atoms within the pristine Fe NW and its
C-coated counterpart destructs the Fe network connectivity
and/or results in the lattice distortion and the structural
heterogeneities (imperfections) that act collectively as defects
to facilitate the onset of tensile plasticity. Thus, the lattice
mismatch including dangling bonds at the interface between
the core and shell, the intrinsic stress gradient of the NW, the
disorder-induced distortions in the crystal/amorphous inter-
faces, interface boundary effect of the core–shell structure, and
surface reconstruction help to change the physical and
chemical characteristics of the NWs.50

4 Conclusions

We investigated a strategy to protect the pristine Fe NW from
oxidation using a thin C coating. We used ReaxFF reactive MD
simulations to study the effect of the resulting C-coated surface
on the oxidation process of the pristine Fe NW at room
temperature. We observed that the surface reactions of the
pristine Fe NW have very different characteristics from its
C-coated counterpart. Our results demonstrated that the limited
formation of a thin oxidation shell layer on the free surface of the
Fe NW is inevitable despite the existence of the C-coated layer.
Also, we observed that the C-coated Fe NW has a relatively lower
reactivity than the pristine metallic Fe NW. Namely, the strong
bonds between Fe–C and interstitial C–C atoms in the C coating
would greatly restrain the oxidation process, controlling the oxide
growth and migration of O ions on the surface of the NW. For
example, the C-coated layer on the free surface of the NW acts as
an effective protective layer to significantly reduce the incorpora-
tion of the total number of O atoms including adsorption and
dissolution of O2 molecules as the oxidation process proceeds.

Namely, the C-coated Fe NW is partially resistant to adsorption
and dissolution of O2 molecules on the free surface of the
C-coated Fe NW as well as to the penetration of O ions underneath
the C-layer to react with the metallic core of the Fe NW in an O2

environment. Besides, the C-layer on the free surface of the
pristine Fe NW as well as the resulting formation of an oxide
layer has a significant effect on the mechanical performance and
related properties such as the yield stress and strain of Fe NWs.
Fundamentally, our results presented here reasonably suggest
that the C-coated shell layer on the free surface of Fe NWs could
be of practical interest and beneficial for a wide range of diverse
practical applications.
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